Data Specifications

OASIS Data Specifications V2.30.1

The OASIS Data Submission Specifications Version 2.30.1 are now available in the Downloads section below. This FINAL version applies to the OASIS-D item set which is scheduled for implementation on January 1, 2019. Please note that, in addition to incorporating the issues identified previously in Errata Document V2.30.1, there were a few more revisions to the final specs. The edits for the M1311 items were revised since the dash [-] is now an allowed value. Edit -4211 was replaced by edit -5680. Several edits for GG items were revised, as the caret[^] is not an allowed value for some of the items. Edit -5510 was revised to include only a subset of the Discharge Goal items. Please review the Item Change and Edit Change Reports for entries beginning with “[V2.30.1]” for additional details.

Errata Document V2.30.1 for OASIS Data Specifications V2.30.0

An errata document for the OASIS Data Submission Specifications Version 2.30.0 has been posted in the Downloads section below. Three issues have been identified. As a result, one new edit, -5670, has been added to the M1028 items. Also, item M1860_CRNT_AMBLTN has been restored to RFAs 04 and 05, as it had been inadvertently removed from them. Furthermore, three edits were deleted from the M1021/M1023 items, as they referenced the M1025 items that have been deleted in OASIS-D.

OASIS Data Specifications V2.30.0

The OASIS Data Submission Specifications Version 2.30.0 are now available in the Downloads section below. This DRAFT version applies to the OASIS-D item set which is scheduled for implementation on January 1, 2019. There are a large number of changes in this release. Many items have been deleted, while Sections GG and J have been added. Please review the Item Change and Edit Change Reports for the details.
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